


Kokkeriet is a discreet secret, well hidden in

Nyboder’s charming neighbourhood in one of

Copenhagen’s beautiful, old buildings.  

”For me, food is one of the most beautiful things

in the world — it speaks for itself entirely. My

style is based on four elements: nature –

simplicity – flavor – Danish. In my gastronomic

interpretation, Danish is when I am able to

create something that my guests do not

immediately recognize, but which can suddenly

take them back to childhood memories and

experiences with a single special or recognizable

scent or dish – although fragmented and

assembled anew” 



OUR CONCEPT 

Kokkeriet is all four seasons. It’ sprouting and succulent

dishes in spring, light and elegant dishes in summer,

longing and melancholic tastes by autumn and

comfortable, warming dishes in the winter. It’s love,

understanding and respect for Danish gastronomy and

heritage. With a sparkle in the eye, curiosity,

stubbornness and a sincere intention to serve sublime

Danish food reconstructed in the very bests way.

Something we, by the way, are proud to have been

awarded a star for in the Michelin Guide.

Kokkeriet is modern and old-fashioned, innovative and

traditional, decadent and minimalist, formal as well as

down to earth.



MY BACKGROUND 

Growing up, I knew I had a taste for business. At 13 years old, while still

in school, I learned about the restaurant business and the concept of

service, as I started working at a fish restaurant.

Later, I helped out my dad in his restaurant. I chose an education in the

Compass Group – a food service business, mainly operating in airports.

Here I received a solid, English management trainee education – and the

dream started to grow: owning my very own restaurant.

That dream came true in 2001, when I – along with my brother Mikkel

Shafi – bought the restaurant Borups Kærlighed – the place now called

Kokkeriet. Since then, I have worked and functioned as the daily

manager of the restaurant (as well as Head Sommelier) and have slowly,

but steadily found that exact style of kitchen and type of restaurant that

is now the essence of Kokkeriet. I am now the full owner of the

restaurant. 

I am driven by a passion to constantly improve. “The sky is not the

limit”. That is, however, where you’ll find the stars …



MY CONTACT INFO

Sammy Shafi

Sammy@kokkeriet.dk

Phone number: 0045 27 22 70 37 
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